
The Barry Press Utilities for Microsoft Windows

Summary

This archive contains a set of utilities for Microsoft Windows, version 
3.0 or later.  All of the utilities have been compiled for 286 or higher 
processors.  The utilities include the following files in addition to this 
README file:

Length    Date    Time   CRC-32  Name
------    ----    ----   ------  ----
 20792  09-14-91  11:04  545efa8c CALPOP.EXE

A simple calendar showing any month 
from January 1980 through December 
2037.

  8576  09-14-91  11:14  3deb941e CALPOP.WRI
Documentation for CALPOP.EXE

 26192  06-13-91  22:55  f781b07f RUNNER.EXE
A simple Windows/DOS command line 
accessible from an icon.

  9728  09-14-91  11:33  6b86b022 RUNNER.WRI
Documentation for RUNNER.EXE

 80497  09-01-91  19:14  0c6f13dd MATCH.EXE
A text file comparison program.  The 
executable contains versions for both DOS
and Windows.

 39318  09-01-91  18:17  a77449ae MATCH.HLP
Windows help file for MATCH.EXE

  2304  09-14-91  11:43  3c03d9a4 MATCH.WRI
Documentation for MATCH.EXE

 17174  09-11-91  22:40  61a31c02 FLIPPER.EXE
An iconic way to display and change the 
current default printer's orientation from 
portrait to landscape or vice versa.

  2560  09-14-91  12:00  3c04fad3 FLIPPER.WRI
Documentation for FLIPPER.EXE

 12981  09-14-91  12:09  ca38ab1f PORTRAIT.EXE
A program runnable from macros and 
other scripts to force the current default 
printer's orientation to portrait.

 12981  09-14-91  12:09  1667c9ae LANDSCAP.EXE
A program runnable from macros and 
other scripts to force the current default 
printer's orientation to landscape.

  2304  09-14-91  12:16  f101ad9d PORTLAND.WRI
Documentation for PORTRAIT.EXE and 
LANDSCAP.EXE

 27143  09-14-91  21:26  82205d67 TIME.EXE
Yet another Windows digital clock.

 25472  09-14-91  21:24  7cac07aa TIME.WRI



Documentation for TIME.EXE
 12175  08-17-91  18:19  ce94c86e MELTDOWN.AD

An add-on module for AfterDark for 
Windows.  Copy it to your \AFTERDRK 
directory and access it through the 
AfterDark control panel.

 11327  06-20-91  09:15  c68a1f4e VHOLD.AD
Another add-on module for AfterDark for 
Windows.  Copy it to your \AFTERDRK 
directory and access through the 
AfterDark control panel.

Installation

The utilities may be installed by copying all of the above files to a 
directory included in the PATH variable on your machine (except for the
two AfterDark modules, which should be copied to your AfterDark 
directory, usually \AFTERDRK).  The files are all independent and may 
be copied selectively with the exception of MATCH.EXE and MATCH.HLP,
which should be copied as a pair.  The documentation files (*.WRI) are 
not required for operation.

Registration

The entire set of programs and documentation is Copyright 1991 by 
Barry Press, and are being released as shareware.  If you use any of 
the utilities in the collection beyond a two week evaluation period, you 
are obligated to send $20.00 (U.S. funds; cash, check, or money order) 
to Barry Press, 4201 Empress Avenue, Encino, CA 91436-3504.  
Registration licenses a specific user on as many machines as are used 
solely by that user, or licenses a specific machine (not network 
servers) for an unlimited number of users.  You may copy this software 
(subject to the $20.00 registration fee for each user or machine) freely 
as long as the entire collection is distributed without modification, 
including this file.  Please accompany your registration with the 
following form so I can contact you regarding updates.

Name: ______________________________________________________

Company: ___________________________________________________

Street/Apt:_________________________________________________

City/State/ZIP: ____________________________________________

Country: ___________________________________________________

Computer: __________________________________________________



Preferred Disk Size: _______________________________________

Registration entitles you to notification of updates to the software plus 
a copy of the next utility added to the collection.  (Currently under 
development, it will allow icon buttons to be located on screen which, 
when pressed, will launch a specified DOS or Windows program.  
Multiple on-screen buttons will be supported at the same time.)    

Source Code Availability

Registered users may, for an additional $75.00 (U.S. funds), purchase a
complete copy of the source code and related files for the entire set of 
utilities.  The source has been developed with the Microsoft 6.00a C 
compiler and Windows SDK.  The source code, although it remains the 
copyrighted property of Barry Press, may be included by purchasers in 
other derivative programs which are distributed or sold as long as the 
copyrighted source code is itself neither given away nor sold, and as 
long as the notice that portions are copyrighted by Barry Press appears
clearly in the product.

No warranties are expressed or implied for this software, including 
merchantability or suitability for a particular purpose.  No responsibility
will be assumed by the author for any loss or damage due to its use.
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